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Appendix 2: “Specifications” 

 

1. Work title 

“Consultation on Verification for Project Monitoring” 

 

2. JOGMEC Objectives 

JOGMEC provides financial supports to Japanese E&P companies. JOGMEC is organizing 

methodology of project monitoring in each phase and need to know the detail contents of 

project monitoring (What, when, where, why and how to monitor) from a non- operator 

perspective. 

 

3. Scope of Work 

3.1 Information Gathering Work 

The contractor shall gather sufficient information for actual project information as requested 

from JOGMEC. 

 

3.2 Collaborative Work 

The contractor shall deliver reports and hold a workshop based on the Work Order. The details 

of Work Order will be discussed with JOGMEC and implemented. 

 

3.3 Contractor Personnel 

Contractor shall provide skilled and diligent personnel with appropriate qualification and 

experience for oil and gas EPC and Operation. CVs for those personnel to be submitted.  

 

3.4 Deliverables 

Work Reports (PDF with MS office native file) 

Workshop as necessary JOGMEC requested 

 

3. Sample Work Order  

※ Please be aware that the description below is for a SAMPLE WORK only and “Limit of 

budget” is different from actual work. 

Sample Work Title: 

“Consultation on developing projects monitoring Guideline during EPC phase and 

Operating phase” 

 

Client Objectives:  

Contractor shall deliver a report and hold a workshop for following items. 

JOGMEC is developing a project monitoring guideline and this study will be used to 

understand project operator and non-operator roles during EPC and Operation phase. 

Project size should be large scale Oil, Gas, LNG, onshore, offshore, integrated project 

(assuming multi billions or larger). 

 

1. EPC phase: 

Contractor shall discuss project operator EPC management philosophy (e.g. Methodology 

of progress tracking, completion management, Organization Structure, QA/QC, Change 
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management, Supervision of contractor, cost & schedule management etc.) and handover 

process from project team to operations team. Then how to engage or monitor as 

non-operator are to be also discussed or recommended.   

 

2. Operating phase: 

Contractor shall discuss operations management after EPC completion (e.g. asset 

management, operating philosophy, maintenance & inspection philosophy, production 

management, KPI setting, (integrated) shutdown management philosophy, OPEX 

management and operations monitoring methodology(system) etc.). Then how to engage 

or monitor as non-operator are to be also discussed or recommended. 

 

Limit of budget: 

US$60,000 

End of Specification 


